A live toad serves as a medium for the inter-group transfer of anti-alcoholic effect of potentized Nux vomica
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Background: A homeopathic potency above 12 CH is devoid of original drug molecules because it has crossed the Avogadro number. It has long been hypothesized that a homeopathic potency carries the imprint of original drug molecules in the form of three dimensional water structures preserved by ethanol. When a nursing mother takes a potency for her ailing baby it is cured. It is thought that the potency taken by the mother has converted the water structure in her body including her milk which in turn has cured the baby. In a series of experiments Sukul and his co-workers demonstrated that the effect of a potency could be transferred from one group of plants/animals to another through water in capillaries [1, 2, 3]. In the present study we have shown that the anti-alcoholic effect of Nux Vomica 200 CH is transferred through the body of a live toad to other toads as in the case of mother to baby. A homeopathic potency shows UV spectra distinct from its diluent medium of aqueous ethanol.

Objectives: To demonstrate that a potency effect can be transferred through the body of a live toad to other groups of toads connected through water to the live toad. Further, we want to see whether the UV spectra of drug solution and of water connected to the drug are similar in nature.

Methods: A live toad was held vertically with one hind limb dipped in Nux vomica 200 CH solution in a beaker and another limb in distilled water in another beaker. The second beaker was connected by wet cotton threads encased in polythene tubes to 5 beakers, each of which contained adult toads in distilled water. The hind limbs of the toad were greased at the base with vaseline to prevent seepage of water from one beaker to another over the surface of the hind limbs. A batch of toads was directly treated with Nux vomica 200 CH. An equal number of toads in distilled water served as the untreated control. After 30 min the control and the two batches of treated toads were kept separately in 209 mM ethanol solution. Toads, that stopped movement, were placed in a supine position on a dry surface. Failure to assume a normal sitting posture within a cutoff time of 60 sec was regarded as loss of righting reflex (RR). The experiment was replicated using large number of toads. UV spectra of Nux vomica 200 CH solution and of water before and after connection with the drug were obtained. After the experiment all the toads were released into their natural environment.
Results: The percentage of toads losing RR in the three groups of toads increased with time of exposure to 209 mM ethanol solution. The loss of RR was significantly delayed with the direct treatment group (P < 0.001, chi square test) and the connected groups (P < 0.01, χ² test) as compared to the control. The two former groups did not differ from each other significantly. UV spectra (Perkin-Elmer Lamda35) of *Nux vomica* 200 CH solution were similar to that of water connected to the drug solution.

Discussion: The skin of the ventral surface and of the limbs of the toads partly immersed in the anesthetic solution absorbs the solution directly [4]. Ethanol, after absorption through the skin interacts non-specifically with phospho-lipid bilayers at the lipid water interface of cell membrane. It alters the orientation of lipid head groups, and modifies the function of many different proteins in the central nervous system membranes thereby producing acute changes in many different cells and organs. Besides their effect on lipid bilayers alcohol also interacts directly with integral membrane proteins [5]. The biological effect of alcohol including anesthesia may result from a combination of alcohol-induced changes in cell membrane as well as specific membrane protein alcohol interactions [6].

A homeopathic potency such as *Nux vomica* 200 CH is thought to be specifically structured water preserved by ethanol. It is assumed that this drug after absorption through the skin modifies the structured water at the lipid-water interface thereby reducing the anesthetic effect of alcohol [7]. After absorption through one hind limb of a live toad the potentized drug modifies the global molecular network (GMN) of water inside the body of the toad. Thus water in contact with the other hind limb in the second beaker gets specifically structured and behaves as the potentized drug. From the second beaker the message of the drug is transmitted through capillary water in wet threads to other beakers containing water and test animals. The toads in the connected containers thus get the treatment effect as observed in our earlier study [3].

Conclusion: The antialcoholic effect of *Nux vomica* 200 CH could be transferred through the body of a live toad to other groups of toads. The drug did not undergo denaturation during its passage through the living body. That water carries the information of original drug is further evidenced by the spectral properties of water connected to the drug solution through capillary water.
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